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1. Title of the Thesis and Abstract 

 

1.1. Title of the Thesis 

An Adjacency Matrix based Multiple Fuzzy Frequent Itemsets Mining. 

 

1.2. Abstract 

Discovering helpful information from transactions is becoming an important research issue. Several frequent 

itemsets mining algorithms are proposed for association rule mining which handle only binary datasets. 

These methods concentrate on an item's presence or absence in a dataset. However, in some situations in real 

life, it is crucial to consider the quantity of items. A fuzzy technique is used to handle quantitative datasets 

and to generate meaningful representations of the dataset. Thus several algorithms were developed to 

discover fuzzy frequent itemsets from quantitative transactions. Most of them merely take the 

linguistics term with the highest cardinality into account. As a result, the number of original elements and 

fuzzy regions processed is equal. On the other hand, decision-making can be made more successfully when 

an item has several fuzzy zones. Existing approaches scan the database more than once, and the high number 

of join counts (candidate itemsets) required thus degrade the algorithm's performance by increasing 

execution time. 

In this research, we proposed AMFFI (Adjacency matrix-based multiple fuzzy frequent itemsets mining) and 

MFFPA-2 (multiple fuzzy frequent itemsets mining using adjacency matrix with type-2 membership 

function) using an Adjacency matrix and Fuzzy-Tid-list structures to discover multiple fuzzy frequent 

itemsets (MFFI) that scan the database only once. AMFFI is proposed for mining MFFI from quantitative 

transactions. AMFFI technique uses a type-1 membership function to transform quantitative datasets into 

fuzzy linguistics terms. An efficient search space exploration strategy is proposed to find the occurrence of 

two fuzzy linguistic terms together immediately from the adjacency matrix to minimize the join counts and 

speed up discovery MFFI. The proposed MFFPA-2 uses type-2 membership function to transform 

quantitative database into fuzzy linguistics terms. The type 2 Fuzzy Set could be useful for providing more 

reliable and agile decision-making by considering many uncertainty possibilities and considering more 

complex relationships between variables. Extensive experiments have been conducted to verify efficiency 

regarding runtime, memory usage, and join counts with different min support thresholds. Experimental 

results demonstrate that the designed approaches AMFFI and MFFPA-2 achieved superior performance 

compared to cutting-edge techniques. The AMFFI improves execution time by 8% to 81% and node join 

count by 93% to 99%. The MFFPA-2 improves execution time by 38% to 75% and node join count by 93% 

to 99%. 
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2. A brief description of the problem and State-of-art methods   

In recent decades, online and mall shopping have been drastically increasing. For increasing the business, 

discovering valuable information from datasets is very important. Data mining techniques require finding 

knowledge from a large volume of the dataset. AR mining [1][2], clustering [3], and classification [4][5] are 

the three primary categories of Knowledge Discovery from Dataset (KDD) methods [1]. In FIs (frequent 

itemsets) mining of association rule is frequently employed. The Apriori algorithm is the first and 

fundamental data mining algorithm for association rule mining to mine common itemsets in a level-by-level 

(level-wise) methodology presented by Agrawal et al. [2]. Before finding FIs level by level, it generates 

candidate itemsets and prunes them. This method requires a time-consuming computation involving 

repeated database scanning and creating numerous candidate itemsets. Since Apriori requires multiple-time 

database scanning and generates more candidate sets, Han et al. [6] presented an FP-growth mining method 

to create frequent itemsets (FIs) without creating candidate itemsets and scanning the database only two 

times. 

Quantitative databases are used in frequent itemsets mining for decision-making in real-world scenarios. It is 

challenging to manage the quantitative database. Mostly all authors used fuzzy set theory to manage 

quantitative databases. In fuzzy set theory, quantitative values of an item in the transaction are transformed 

into linguistic terms using a pre-defined membership function [7]. In [8], the authors used the max 

cardinality value in a level-by-level approach to mining fuzzy frequent itemsets (FFIs). Using maximum 

cardinality generating FFIs cost is minimized, but not generate all possible FFIs. Many authors present 

multiple fuzzy frequent itemsets (MFFIs) techniques for generating complete fuzzy frequent itemsets. 

Mining fuzzy-frequent itemsets 

Itemset is a set of items. Several ‘m’ unique items are called the itemset-I (i1, i2,..., im). The quantitative 

dataset D has ‘n’ transactions made of items from itemset-I, where D=T1, T2, T3,..., Tn. Every transaction 

contains the notation Tq ∈ D. Every transaction also includes a TID, which stands for a unique identifier. 

Each transaction Tq consists of an item and the value of the buy quantity; let us call it wiq. "k-itemset" refers 

to an itemset of length K=i1, i2... ik. 

In the example below, Table 1 displays a sample quantitative dataset-D of seven transactions. The minimum 

support Ø=1. The Type-1 membership function £1 and Type-2 membership function £2 are demonstrated in 

Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. 

Table 1. Quantitative dataset 
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Mining fuzzy-frequent itemsets typically involves the following three steps. 

Step 1: Determine the item's (Linguistic variable) fuzzy terms. 

Consider the dataset D and item i (i⊆I), and the value of i is the collection of fuzzy terms. The built-in type-

1 and type-2 membership functions produce £1 and £2, seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.  

 

Fig. 1. Type-1 Membership Function 

 

Fig. 2. Type-2 Membership Function 

Fuzzy terms are represented as li1, li2,…, lih, where h is the membership degree. Figure 1 and figure 2 show 

the 3-term membership function means here h=3. It may differ as 4-term or 5-term as per requirements. 

Three linguistic concepts are employed in this example: High-H, Middle-M, and Low-L. Term Viq for 

transaction Tq is the quantitative value of i (item). Term Fiq is the linguistic term of item i. Fiq generated 

from item i quantity value Viq using membership function £1 or £2. Fiq for membership function £1 of Viq 

for item i is shown below. 

𝑓𝑖𝑞(𝑣𝑖𝑞) =  
𝑓𝑖𝑞1

𝑙𝑖1
+

𝑓𝑖𝑞2

𝑙𝑖2
… +  

𝑓𝑖𝑞ℎ

𝑙𝑖ℎ
                                                                                                                         (1) 

Fiqk is the fuzzy value of k-th linguistic terms of lik, 1 ≤ k ≤ h, and fiqk ⊆ [0, 1]. For instance, the 3-term 

membership function £1 used in the example above represents item A with the quantity five in linguistic 

terms (0.2/AL, 0.8/AM, 0.0/AH). The quantitative dataset should first be transformed into a fuzzy set, say 

D', with several linguistic terms for each item in each transaction illustrated in Table 2 by using the 

membership function £1. 

Table 2: Fuzzy dataset generated by Type1 Member function 

1 A B C D::4 3 2 2 0.5/AM + 0.5/AH, 1/BM, 0.5/CL + 0.5/CM,  0.5/DL + 0.5/DM 

2 B C E::3 2 3 1/BM, 0.5/CL + 0.5/CM,  1/EM 

3 A B C E::5 3 4 4 1/AH, 1/BM, 0.5/CM + 0.5/CH, 0.5/EM + 0.5/EH 

4 A C D::2 1 3 0.5/AL + 0.5/AM, 1/CL, 1/DM 

5 A B C::4 2 5 0.5/AM + 0.5/AH,  0.5/BL + 0.5/BM, 1/CH 

6 B C D E::3 3 2 2 1/BM, 1/CM, 0.5/DL + 0.5/DM, 0.5/EL + 0.5/EM 

7 C E::3 2 1/CM, 0.5/EL + 0.5/EM 

 

Fiq for £2 is a set of three linguistic terms fiq1
lower

, fiq1
upper

/li1 for membership value low, fiq2
lower

, fiq2
upper

 /li2 

for membership value middle, and fiq3
lower

, fiq3
upper 

/li3 for membership value high as shown in following 
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equation 2. Where lil shows l-th linguistic (fuzzy) terms, fiql
lower 

and fiql
upper

 show lower and upper 

membership values of Viq for item i. 

              𝑓𝑖𝑞(𝑣𝑖𝑞) =  
𝑓𝑖𝑞1

𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟, 𝑓𝑖𝑞1
𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟   

𝑙𝑖1
+ 

𝑓𝑖𝑞2
𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟, 𝑓𝑖𝑞2

𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟  

𝑙𝑖2
… +   

𝑓𝑖𝑞ℎ
𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 , 𝑓𝑖𝑞ℎ

𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟  

𝑙𝑖ℎ
                                                   (2) 

Table 3 shows the resultant fuzzy dataset say D’, after applying the membership function £2 on given an 

example. 

Table 3. Fuzzy Dataset generated by Type2 member function 

 

Step 2: Find the support count of each fuzzy item. 

Fuzzy itemsets Lik's support count (scalar cardinality) is shown by the symbol sup (Lik). Find each fuzzy 

itemset's support in this stage. According to this definition, 

                             Sup (𝐿𝑖𝑘) = ∑ 𝑓𝑖𝑞𝑘

𝑛

𝑞=0,   𝐿𝑖𝑘 ⊆ 𝑇𝑞  𝑇𝑞  
^ ∈ 𝐷′

                                                                                             (3) 

In fuzzy dataset D', fuzzy item Lik‘s fuzzy value is fiqk. Check each fuzzy item's sup (Lik); if the minimum 

support requirement is satisfied, place the item in FL1. 

FL1= FL1 ∪ (sup (Lik) >= Ø).   Where FL1 is fuzzy 1-frequent itemsets, and Ø is the min-support threshold. 

Step 3: Finding the Sup of each frequent fuzzy itemsets: 

The following-level frequent itemsets are fuzzy k-itemsets with k=2, produced by fuzzy 1-frequent 

itemsets (FL1). Fuzzy items from FL1 are combined using the join procedure to create a candidate set, such 

as FC2 (fuzzy 2-candidate itemsets). Consider the itemset X that was produced by merging the FL1 itemsets 

A and B. Sup(X) = support of itemset: X, where X ⊆ Tq and Tq ∈ D', is consider the lowest fuzzy values of 

fuzzy itemsets A and B from truncation Tq. According to this definition, 

                                    Sup (X) = 𝑋 ∈ 𝐿𝑖  ∕ ∑ min(faq, fbq)                                                         

𝑛

𝑞=0,   𝑋 ⊆ 𝑇𝑞  𝑇𝑞  
^ ∈ 𝐷′

(4) 

If they satisfy the minimal support, store in fuzzy 2-frequent itemsets (FL2) from FC2 itemsets. Similarly, 

fuzzy k-frequent itemsets are discovered later. 
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2.1 The state-of-the-art methods using the type-1 membership function 

 In [20], the authors tried to find a method to achieve the fuzzy association rules useful in quantitative data 

and relational databases. In [21], the author presented a novel mining method to extract common patterns for 

building itemsets from quantitative databases, use the Apriori Tid data structure. In [24], the authors used an 

FP-tree structure called FUFP-tree to reduce the execution time when new data is inserted or arrives. The 

same FP-tree-like structure, referred to as the FFP-tree (fuzzy frequent pattern) in [22], was employed by the 

authors to find FFIs in quantitative databases. There are several limitations but they are addressed in [9, 23]. 

A compressed fuzzy frequent pattern (CFFP-tree) structure was presented by the authors in [23], and in [9], 

they employ the upper bound fuzzy frequent pattern (UBFFP-tree) structure to discover FFIs. The CFFP-tree 

[23] and UBFFP-tree [9] structures employ a global sorting strategy to minimize the number of tree nodes. 

The author of [27] suggested the FC-Tree structure and FCFI-miner (Fuzzy closed frequent itemsets miner) 

for the aim of finding FFIS. In this method, the author used a superset pruning mechanism to speed up 

mining. Authors come upon MFFIs, which offer thorough details on all linguistic expressions in the fuzzy 

set. In [10], the author suggested using an MFFP-tree structure and mining MFFP growth to find MFFIs. 

Similar to this, authors created the CMFFP-tree [11] and UBMFFP-tree [12] ways to create MFFIs based on 

the CFFP-tree [23] and the UBFFP-tree [9], respectively. The authors of [14] developed an MFFI-miner 

technique and a fuzzy-list structure to find MFFIs. To decrease the search space, shorten the running time, 

and shrink the running space, the author of this method employed two pruning strategies. Several algorithms 

based on the fuzzy-set theory for discovering the required information were developed in progress [28, 29, 

and 30] for different applications and domains. 

2.2 The state-of-the-art methods using the type-2 membership function 

The solution, as mentioned above, solely counters type-1 fuzzy-set theory, which ignores uncertainty. The 

fuzzy-set idea with type-2 membership function [16],[25], and[26] was then put out and improved to more 

effectively present the acquired information with uncertainty. To merge pattern mining and type-2 fuzzy 

sets, Chen et al. [17] applied the standard level-wise like-Apriori method for mining level-wise fuzzy type-2 

frequent patterns. However, the procedure necessitates generating large numbers of candidates, which is 

ineffective for the mining task. To store the information for the mining process, a list-based approach 

proposed by Lin et al., the strategy still needs to investigate many candidates for determining the true FFIs 

due to inefficient pruning algorithm and loose upper bound value on the pattern, which are not frequent. 

After that, Lin et al. provided a list-based approach to keep the necessary information for discovering 

frequent items [18]. This approach still needs to investigate many candidates to get the actual FFIs because it 

requires more effective search space trimming strategies and a flexible upper bound measure on the patterns 

that could be more promising. The authors of [19] employed a complex fuzzy list (CFL)-structure to find 

MFFIs, and that was similar to the fuzzy list structure from [14]. 
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2.3 Open Issue 

  

Existing approaches scan the database more than one time and generate a large number of candidates 

itemsets for mining MFFIs, which requires more join counts and increased running time. Research work is 

required to optimize running time, memory usages and node join counts. 

 

3. Objective, Scope of the work, and problem statement 

3.1 Aim and Research Objectives 

This research aims to optimize running time, memory usage, and the number of node traversals required in 

fuzzy frequent itemsets mining. This research work proposes to achieve the following objectives: 

• To study and investigate existing methods for fuzzy frequent itemsets mining. 

• To identify the challenges for the fuzzy frequent itemsets mining. 

• To identify the scope to improve the performance of the fuzzy frequent itemsets mining methods.  

• To develop and investigate the efficient search space exploration technique to reduce the cost of fuzzy 

list join operations by reducing the number of comparisons required to join fuzzy lists.  

• To design a novel structure to store the fuzzy value of the itemsets that can be used to develop an 

efficient pruning mechanism. 

• To develop and investigate an efficient pruning mechanism to reduce the number of join operations by 

eliminating unnecessary join operations of fuzzy lists. 

• To evaluate performance and compare the results with existing state-of-the-art methods. 

 

3.2 Scope of the research 

The research is performed with the following scope of work: 

Research is focused on transaction datasets.  

 

Problem statement 

The focused problem statement of this research is:  

“Design an efficient and accurate method to generate fuzzy frequent itemsets using Adjacency matrix.” 
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4. Research contribution (Research Methodology) 

The main contribution of this research is to design an efficient multiple fuzzy frequent itemsets mining 

method using an adjacency matrix. Proposed methods AMFFI and MFFPA-2 scan database only once and 

reduce the number of node join counts (candidate itemsets) by pruning un-frequent itemsets extracted from 

the adjacency matrix.  

The research methodology comprises developing a novel approach to mining MFFIs using an adjacency 

matrix and fuzzy-tid-list structures. Section 5.1 discuss AMFFI, and 5.2 discuss the MFFPA-2 approach. 

Performance of the proposed approaches evaluated with state-of-the-art methods on standard real datasets.  

 

4.1 An Adjacency matrix based Multiple Fuzzy Frequent Itemsets mining (AMFFI) technique 

This section proposes a two-phase method for producing MFFIs. Create an adjacency matrix and fuzzy-tid 

list from the quantitative dataset D in phase 1. The next step is to effectively use the AMFFI method to find 

MFFIs from the adjacency matrix and fuzzy-tid-list. The suggested method efficiently creates full MFFIs by 

performing a single database scan. 

4.1.1 Adjacency matrix and fuzzy-tid-list construction 

During the first phase, the algorithm transforms the quantitative transaction values into a fuzzy set using the 

given member function with several linguistic terms. 

Think about the membership function £1 for three terms. AdjMat (M) of size (m*3) X (m*3) should first be 

constructed, where ‘m’ is the total number of items in the original dataset D.  Three times as many items (m) 

are required as matrix space in this case. Membership function determines the size of the matrix. 

                           𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑀𝑎𝑡 (𝑀) = (𝑚 ∗ 𝑡)  × (𝑚 ∗ 𝑡)                                                                                                    (5) 

Where ‘m’ is the number of items used in the original quantitative dataset, and ‘t’ is the number of the fuzzy 

region used in the t-term membership function. 

The quantitative dataset of the transaction Tq with the TID q is transformed into a fuzzy dataset by applying 

the membership function £1. Create a pair of converted fuzzy itemsets from transaction Tq for various fuzzy 

variables. The correspondence cell value of the adjacency matrix should be updated by adding the minimal 

fuzzy value of each pair and entering into corresponding fuzzy-tid-list.  

AdjMat (Li, Lj) =AdjMat (Li, Lj) +min (fwiq, fwjq), Where Li and Lj are fuzzy items whose fuzzy values fwiq 

and fwjq, respectively. If Li and Lj don't already have fuzzy-tid-lists, create them. The transaction id q (TID of 

Tq) and minimum fuzzy value of the pair as min (fwiq, fwjq) were added to this fuzzy-Tid-list. 

Let us consider an example of the quantitative dataset in Table 1 and the membership function in Fig 1. 

There are five items (A, B, C, D, E); accordingly, construct the adjacency matrix shown in Fig 3.  
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Fig. 3 Adjacency Matrix 
 

Fig. 4 Adjacency Matrix after a 1st-row scan 

 

Scan the first transaction from dataset D and apply the membership function £1 to create a fuzzy set as 

shown in table 2. So created pair of transformed fuzzy itemsets are “AM-BM, AM-CL, AM-CM, AM-DL, 

AM-DM, AH-BM, AH-CL, AH-CM, AH-DL, AH-DM, BM-CL, BM-CM, BM-DL, BM-DM, CL-DL, CL-

DM, CM-DL, and CM-DM”. A minimum fuzzy value adjacency matrix should be updated with all pair 

cooccurrences, as shown in Fig 4. At first, no fuzzy-tid-list is formed, generate a fuzzy-tid-list with TID=1 

and the minimal fuzzy value for each pair as a result. Figure 5 shows generated Fuzzy-Tid-list after scanning 

the first row. For the subsequent transaction, the same steps are taken. Following the reading of every 

transaction, the resulting Adjacency matrix (M) and Fuzzy-Tid-list is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, 

respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Fuzzy-Tid-list after a 1st-row scan 

 

Fig. 6 Adjacency Matrix after all row scans 

B.L B.M B.H C.L C.M C.H D.L D.M D.H E.L E.M E.H
A.L
A.M 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
A.H 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
B.L
B.M 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
B.H
C.L 0.5 0.5
C.M 0.5 0.5
C.H
D.L
D.M
D.H

TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE

1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5

TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE

1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5

CM-DL CM-DM

AH-CL AH-CM AH-DL AH-DM

BM-CL BM-CM BM-DL BM-DM CL-DL CL-DM

AM-BM AM-CL AM-CM AM-DL AM-DM AH-BM

B.L B.M B.H C.L C.M C.H D.L D.M D.H E.L E.M E.H
A.L 0.5 0.5
A.M 0.5 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1

A.H 0.5 2 0.5 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5

B.L 0.5

B.M 1 2.5 1 1 1 0.5 2 0.5

B.H

C.L 0.5 0.5 0.5

C.M 1 1 1 2 0.5

C.H 0.5 0.5

D.L 0.5 0.5

D.M 0.5 0.5

D.H
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Fig. 7 Fuzzy-Tid-list after all row scan 

 

4.1.2 Phase 2 (AMFFI-miner to mine MFFIs) 

In AMFFI approach Adjacency matrix, say M, an upper triangular matrix, is used to cut down on the 

enormous number of candidate generations used while creating frequent itemsets. In this phase, fuzzy-tid-

lists created in phase 1 are used to extract MFFIs row by row from the adjacency matrix (M). The cell whose 

value is greater than or equal to the minimum support criterion (Ø) should be located by scanning the row 

starting from M. Fuzzy lists containing Row Number-Column Number of a known cell are retrieved from 

fuzzy-tid-lists and designated as fuzzy 2-frequent itemsets, such as FL2 of this row. Create fuzzy k-frequent 

itemsets, such as FLk (K>2), in a subsequent step by intersection-operating TIDs on FLk-1. To quickly locate 

merged fuzzy lists, use the binary search technique.  

Avoid joining fuzzy itemsets that can't create their superset knowing from the adjacency matrix M in order 

to limit the search space and candidate set. Take the second row from M in the case of a running example 

when Ø = 1. The cells BM, CL, and DM of this row number AM, met the minimum support requirement. 

FL2 in this row is therefore AM-BM, AM-CL, and AM-DM. This potential superset is formed by joining 

AM-BM-CL, AM-BM-DM, and AM-CL-DM from FL2. The proposed technique, however, does not join 

AM-CL-DM because it is aware that the created superset does not meet the required minimum support level. 

How? Fuzzy frequent itemsets AM-CL and AM-DM are present here. The CL row and DM column cell 

value check whether its superset is possible. If it is larger than or equal to the minimum support value, it 

might be achievable; if not, it is impossible. This value in our example, 0.5, does not meet the min support 

threshold, making its superset impossible. Extensions are discarded before joining since they are not fuzzy 

frequent itemsets. This way, the join operation minimizes the candidate set, improving the running time 

performance.  

4.1.3 Experimental Study and Performance Evaluation of AMFFI 

This section describes how the performance of the proposed method says AMFFI concerning the state-of-

the-art MFFI-Miner [14] method. In [14], the authors make a comparison of their method MFFI-miner 

concerning the state-of-the-art GDF [31] and the UBMFFP tree [9] methods. The proposed AMFFI and 

MFFI-miner methods were implemented in Java. Experiments were evaluated to check performance on two 

TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE
1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 2 0.5 3 0.5 3 0.5

TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE
3 0.5 3 0.5 3 0.5 3 0.5 4 0.5 4 0.5 5 0.5 5 0.5 5 0.5 5 0.5

TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE
6 0.5 6 0.5 6 0.5 6 0.5 6 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5

5 0.5 4 0.5 4 0.5 3 0.5 2 0.5

TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE

1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 3 0.5 TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE TID FUZZY VALUE

6 0.5 6 0.5 6 0.5 6 0.5 5 0.5 3 0.5 1 0.5 2 1 1 0.5 2 0.5

5 0.5 3 1 3 0.5 2 0.5 3 0.5

5 0.5 6 0.5 3 0.5 6 0.5

TID FUZZY VALUE 6 1 7 0.5

6 0.5

7 0.5

CM-EL

AH-CH

DL-EL DL-EM DM-EL DM-EM

BM-DL

AL-CL AM-BL AM-CH AH-BL

BM-DM CM-DL CM-DM

CH-EH

BM-CH

BM-EH CM-EH CH-EM AL-DM BL-CH

BM-EL

BM-EM

CL-EM

CM-EM

AH-EM AH-EHAH-CL

AH-CM

AH-DL AH-DM

BM-CL

BM-CM

CL-DL CL-DM

AM-BM AM-CL

AM-CM AM-DL

AM-DM

AH-BM
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real-life datasets, chess [32] and mushroom [32], as well as one synthetic dataset, T10I4D100k [32]. In the 

datasets, the item quantities were arbitrarily distributed in intervals of between 1 and 7. The runtime, 

memory utilization, and node join counts of the experiment are assessed for comparison against the planned 

approaches. 

Runtime Analysis: 

The implemented 3-term fuzzy linguistic AMFFI and MFFI-miner [14] were evaluated with different min-

support thresholds to compare execution running time. The output of execution running time evaluated on 

chess, mushroom, and T10I4D100k dataset are shown in Fig 8, Fig 9, and Fig 10, respectively. 

Fig. 8 Performance Evaluation of Chess 

Dataset 

 

Fig. 9 Performance Evaluation of Mushroom 

Dataset 

 

Fig. 10 Performance Evaluation of 

T10I4D100k Dataset 

 

MFFI-miner [14] authors show that the running time performance of its proposed method is good 

concerning GDF [31] and the UBMFFP tree [9]. The result shows that the performance of the proposed 

AMFFI method is faster than the existing MFFI-miner method. The result also shows that the AMFFI 

method outperformed the existing method when taking a lower min-support threshold. 

Join counts Analysis: 

This section evaluates performance for the number of join count that occurs when generating MFFIs. The 

output of the number of join counts generated while evaluating the chess, mushroom, and T10I4D100k 

dataset are shown in Fig 11, Fig 12, and Fig 13, respectively. 

Fig. 11 Performance Evaluation of Chess 

Dataset 

Fig. 12 Performance Evaluation of Mushroom 

Dataset 

 

Fig. 13 Performance Evaluation of 

T10I4D100k Dataset 
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The result shows that the AMFFI method generates fewer join counts (candidate itemsets). Additionally, it 

has been noted that the AMFFI method's join count performance is the most impressive. When compared to 

cutting-edge approaches, the suggested AMFFI method produces less candidate itemsets. 

Memory Usage Analysis: 

In this section, performance is evaluated concerning memory utilization when evaluating experiments. The 

output of memory usage while evaluating the experiment on the chess, mushroom, and T10I4D100k datasets 

are shown in Fig 14, Fig 15, and Fig 16, respectively. 

Fig. 14 Performance Evaluation of Chess 

Dataset 

Fig. 15 Performance Evaluation of Mushroom 

Dataset 

Fig. 16 Performance Evaluation of 

T10I4D100k Dataset 

 

The outcome demonstrates that compared to the current MFFI-miner approach, the chess and mushroom 

dataset AMFFI method uses less memory. Furthermore, it has been found that the synthetic T10I4D100k 

dataset AMFFI method uses more memory than the MFFI-miner approach. Other experiments with different 

datasets show that the proposed method requires more memory when the number of items exceeds 1000. 

  

4.2 An Efficient (MFFPA-2) Multiple Fuzzy Frequent Patterns Mining with Adjacency matrix and 

Type-2 Member function 

This section suggests a two-step process for creating many fuzzy frequent itemsets. Using the quantitative 

dataset D, generate an adjacency matrix and Fuzzy-tid-list in phase 1. Using approach MFFPA-2, quickly 

extract numerous fuzzy frequent itemsets from the adjacency matrix, and Fuzzy-tid-list discussed in phase 2. 

The suggested technique effectively creates entire MFFIs from a single database scan. 

 

4.2.1 Adjacency matrix and Fuzzy-tid-list construction 

In this phase, first construct adjacency matrix M, same as previously. The size of matrix M is (I*h) × (I*h). 

In the membership function, h is the number of linguistic terms, and I is the number of items in D. Total 

items in D' (fuzzy dataset) is a product of I in D, and h say m. The corresponding required adjacency matrix 

is shown in Figure 3. 

Next, in this phase, scan transaction Tq from quantitative database D and apply a pre-defined type-2 

membership function £2, which generates fuzzy linguistics terms, as shown in Table 3. Here are two values 

of each fuzzy linguistic term: the first is associated with a lower boundary, and the second is associated with 

a higher boundary of membership function, as shown in Figure 2. For example, the first transaction item A 
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with quantity four generates two fuzzy linguistics terms, AM (A-middle) and AH (A-high), each linguistic 

term with a fuzzy value of 0.5 and 0.62 as lower and higher values, respectively, as shown in Table 3. Thus 

it is a complex task to mine MFFIs from two values of each fuzzy linguistic term. So, take the fuzzy interval 

value by taking an average of it, and use the centroid type-reduction approach [17] to reduce 

the complexity. Getting the interval value using the following formula 

                                      𝑓𝑖𝑞1 =  
𝑓𝑖𝑞1

𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 + 𝑓𝑖𝑞1
𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟  

2
                                                                                                          (6) 

So, get 0.56 internal fuzzy values of linguistic terms AM and AH according to the given formula. This final 

transformed first transaction from D is displayed in Table 4. 

Table 4. Final first fuzzy transaction 

 

Add value to the adjacency matrix, the value of the corresponding cell in the adjacency matrix can be 

changed by entering the least fuzzy value of each pair. 

     AM(Li, Lj) = AM (Li, Lj) +  min (fwiq, fwjq)                                                                                                       (7) 

fwiq and fwjq are the fuzzy value of the fuzzy items Li and Lj, respectively. Create a Fuzzy-tid-list for Li 

and Lj if it does not exist. A minimum of fwiq and fwjq was added with transaction ID q to the Fuzzy-tid-

list. Completing the first-row adjacency matrix and Fuzzy-tid-list is shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18, 

respectively. After reading all rows final adjacency matrix and fuzzy-tid-list list are shown in Figures 19 and 

20, respectively. 

 

Fig. 17. Adjacency Matrix after the first-row scan 

 

Fig. 18. Fuzzy-tid-list after the 1st-row scan 
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Fig. 19. Adjacency Matrix after all row scan 

 

Fig. 20. Fuzzy-tid-list after all row scans from dataset D 

 

4.2.2 From Adjacency matrix Mining MFFIs using MFFPA-2 method 

Using Fuzzy-tid-list, row-by-row extraction of MFFIs from the adjacency matrix (M) produced results 

above 4.2.1 points in this phase. Select the cell with a value greater than or equal to in the row of Adjacency 

matrix M. (min-support). They declared identified cell row-column combination as fuzzy 2-frequent 

itemsets (FL2) and fetched Fuzzy-tid-list for identified cell. For the example in the first row in Fig 19 with 

headed AL, there is no cell with value >= Ø; here, min-support Ø=1. Scan the second row in which two 

cells, namely AM-BM and AM-DM, find which satisfies min-support threshold Ø so fetched Fuzzy-tid-list 

of AM-BM and AM-DM. Next, recursively create fuzzy k-frequent itemsets, such as FLk (K>2), in a 

subsequent step by intersection-operating TIDs on FLk-1. The binary search method can be used to find 

combined fast fuzzy lists. To create the Fuzzy-tid-list for k-frequent itemsets (k>2), existing FLk-1 Fuzzy-tid-

list are combined. Elements in a newly created Fuzzy-tid-list are those with a common Tid in an existing 

Fuzzy-tid-list. 

Only joining fuzzy itemsets that can create their superset directly from the adjacency matrix M will 

reduce the search space and candidate set. As found, FL2 is from the second row AM-BM and AM-DM, so 

the subsequent possible superset is AM-BM-DM. If the BM-DM value from the BM row and DM column 
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cell value satisfy the min-support threshold, generate the AM-BM-DM Fuzzy-tid-list by joining the AM-BM 

Fuzzy-tid-list and AM-DM Fuzzy-tid-list using the intersection operation on it. In the fifth row headed by 

BM, five cells satisfy Ø, so generated FL2 from this row is BM-CL, BM-CM, BM-CH, BM-DL, and BM-

DM. Next subsequent possible FL3 are BM-CL-DL, BM-CL-DM, BM-CM-DL, BM-CM-DM, BM-CH-DL 

and BM-CH-DM. BM-CL-DL not join because of CL-DL value, which does not satisfy Ø, so ignore this set 

directly without generating its candidate itemsets or not join BM-CL-DL. This way drastically joins 

operation minimize or candidate itemsets, improving running time efficiency. 

After reading all rows according to the algorithm-generated candidate Fuzzy-tid-list shown in Figure 

21, many candidate sets are possible, but this approach generates only seven Tid-fuzzy sets out of these five 

fuzzy frequent itemsets of length 3. Next, it does not generate a candidate set for length 4, which know 

directly from the adjacency matrix. So using the MFPPA-2 method and Adjacency matrix generates fewer 

candidate sets than the state-of-art method. 

 

Fig. 21. Fuzzy-tid-list after all row scans from Matrix M 

 

4.2.3 Experimental Study and Performance Evaluation of MFFPA-2 

 Here, we contrast the MFFPA-2 performance of the recommended method with that of the list-based 

techniques put forward by Lin et al. [18] and EFM [19]. We Implement the proposed MFFPA-2, EFM, and 

Lin’s method in Java. The outcomes are examined using two real datasets, chess and mushroom [32] and 

one artificial T10I4D100k dataset [32]. The quantities of objects in the datasets provide at random intervals 

between 1 and 7. The outcome of the experiment runtime, join count, and memory usage were all examined.  

 

Runtime Analysis: 

We implemented MFFPA-2, EFM [19], and Lin's [18] methods using the type-2 member function with 3-

term fuzzy linguistic terms. To compare the execution time of the implemented methods, we have used 

different minimum support threshold values. Figures 22 through 24 show the findings of the execution 

running time evaluation on the chess dataset, mushroom dataset, and T10I4D100k dataset. 

 

Fig. 22. Comparisons of execution times: 

Chess dataset 

 
 

 Fig. 23. Comparisons of execution times: 

Mushroom dataset 

  
Fig.24. Comparisons of execution times: 

T10I4D100k dataset 

 

From the results, it is observed that the proposed MFFPA-2 approach works better than the alternative 
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method. A lower minimum support criterion also shows how resilient the MFFPA-2 technique is. 

 

Fig. 25. Comparisons of Join Counts: Chess 

dataset 

 

Fig. 26. Comparisons of Join Counts: 

Mushroom dataset 

 

Fig. 27. Comparisons of Join Counts: 

T10I4D100k dataset 

 

The number of Join Counts Analysis: 

The number of joins made during the formation of MFFIs is considered while evaluating performance in this 

area. Figures 25 through 27 show the findings of the evaluations of the number of join counts on the chess, 

mushroom, and T10I4D100k datasets. 

The results show that the MFFPA-2 method generates less join counts (candidate itemsets). It was noted that 

the MFFPA-2 method's join count performance is by far the most impressive. The proposed MFFPA-

2 method produces fewer candidate itemsets than cutting-edge techniques. 

Memory Utilization Analysis: 

Here, effectiveness is measured by how extensively memory was used in the studies. Figures 28 through 30 

show the results of the memory utilization on the chess dataset, the mushroom dataset, and the T10I4D100k 

dataset. 

The results show that on the chess and mushroom datasets, the MFFPA-2 method utilizes less memory than 

the comparison strategy. It was noted that the MFFPA-2 method uses more memory than the compared 

approach on the artificial T10I4D100k dataset. We may deduce from additional trials with other datasets that 

in a particular case where a dataset has more than 1000 items, the suggested MFFPA-2 will need a more 

significant memory. 

Fig. 28. Comparisons of Memory Usage: 

Chess dataset 

Fig. 29. Comparisons of Memory Usage: 

Mushroom dataset 
Fig. 30. Comparisons of Memory Usage: 

T10I4D100k dataset 
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5. Achievements concerning objectives  

We did a detailed literature survey of fuzzy frequent itemsets mining and proposed two algorithms named 

AMFFI and MFFPA-2. Our proposed algorithm shows on an average 8% to 81% improvement in execution 

time compared to existing state-of-the-art methods for various dataset. The AMFFI improves execution time 

by 8% to 81% and node join count by 93% to 99%. The MFFPA-2 improves execution time by 38% to 75% 

and node join count by 93% to 99%. 

 

6. Conclusion  

Frequent itemsets mining is important in this era of growing e-commerce business.  The performance of the 

frequent itemsets mining can be improved using fuzzy theory. Fuzzy Frequent itemsets mining can be 

improved regarding execution time and memory requirement by reducing the candidate itemsets and the 

number of database scans. With the growing demand for the identification of frequent itemsets, an efficient 

and optimal mining method is desirable. The proposed adjacency matrix-based Fuzzy frequent itemsets 

mining approach significantly reduces the candidate itemsets and scans the database only once. Our 

proposed approach called AMFFI and MFFPA-2 efficiently work in fuzzy frequent itemtsets mining. Our 

experimental analysis shows improvement of AMFFI Vs. MFFI-miner for different databases and reduce 

join counts by on an average 95%, and execution time by around 80% for most of the datasets. The proposed 

MFFPA-2 improves result against EFM for different databases and reduces join counts by 95% and 

execution time by 75% for most of the datasets. 
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